REVOLUTIONARY

CUTTING TOOL

A lifesaver in accidents and traumas

s-cut.se • esequipment.se

For those who are working to save lives:

A tool you can
trust every time!
The simple and ingenious design of the S-CUT
allows you to trust it every time.
With or
without glo
ves

S-CUT is as
easy to use
even if
you are wea
ring heavy g
loves.

Left- or
righthanded
Designed for ergonomics and optimum grip.
As easy to use even
if you are right- or
lefthanded.
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Saves precious
time
S-CUT helps you to
immediately get access to
do life saving efforts. Precious time is saved in every
trauma situation.

Safe for you a
nd
your patient

Requires little
to no education

S-CUT is design
ed to
protect yourself
as well
as the patient
from
injury. Can´t be
used as
a weapon if so
meone
takes it from yo
u.

Since it is easy to
operate, you can start
using your S-CUT
immediately after
reading the instructions.

Cuts through

Works in all
weather and
temperatures

•
•
•
•
•

Combat vests
Motorcycle suits
Diving suits
Several layers of
fabric
Wet or/and oily
materials
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S-CUT is a life saver
S-CUT is an optimal tool when it comes to
quickly removing clothing to start lifesaving
measures. Compared with scissors and
knives, the S-CUTs considerably shorten
the time for cutting clothes in trauma
siutations, cardiac arrests, chemical
accidents and hypothermia.
Oil recovery at Tjörn 2011*

S-CUT is safe to use. Despite the extreme cutting ability
there is no risk of cut injuries, neither of patient or rescue staff.
The 501, 601 and 701 models are intended for medical
use and therefor CE-marked. Ambulance- and rescue
teams all over the world are using them.
Originally designed for emergency-, ambulance- and
rescue teams. S-CUT has now found a place within
police- and , military, correctional- and decontamination personnel.
*At the major oil disaster at the Swedish island Tjörn in 2011, S-CUT was used inter alia to remove clothes from the rescue teams after every shift. The clothes were soaked in
thick, sticky oil and by cutting them up before removing the staff spared unnecessary skin contact with the oil.
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In traffic accidents S-CUT is used to rapidly cut safety belts and inflatable curtains hanging in the way. Clothing is cut to properly put the
Photo: West Coast Rescue Team, 2:nd best team in Rescue World Champinonship, always use S-CUT in action.
neck collar in place.


”A single minute gained can
contribute significantly of a
patient’s chance to survival.”

John Herlitz, Professor of Cardiology at Sahlgrenska Universitetssjukhuset in Gothenburg

Despite it’s about cutting clothing to start lifesaving measures, or getting a broken leg out of a shoe or boot without causing the patient unnecessary pain, S-CUT is a useful and competent choice.
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The EUPOLforce in Afghanistan has
equipped the
staff with S-CUT.
They carry their
personal S-CUT
in a holster,
easily reachable,
on the outside of
the body armor.

Shortens the time to action
Studies show that the efficiency of S-CUT spare several minutes in emergency situations
the police force use S-CUT to help those who are in need
of rapid assistance, and to gain access to a patient’s chest in the
case of cardiac arrest. Moreover, if a policeman is injured and
needs immediate treatment, S-CUT is capable of cutting easily
through the heavy outer garments of a police uniform.

vantage that S-CUT can be used with left as well as right hand.
The 601 model has an additional blade with slitting function
that is activated by a slight pressure. That function eliminates
the need for a free edge to start cutting and makes it possible
to quickly treat the injured for e.g. gunshot wounds without
exposing them to cold.

correctional. Detainees and prisoners that hurt themselves
are in need of quick first aid. It can involve penetrating injuries
or hanging attempt. S-CUT is far more efficient compared to
scissors and knives and it can’t be used as a weapon to cut or
stab the staff.

ambulances and emergency rooms. All trauma
patients, cardiac arrest patients and critically ill patients require
clothes to safely and quickly be removed for efficient triage
and treatment. Patients with hypohtermia, sometimes with wet
clothes, must be handled with great care but still effectively.
S-CUT’s makes it possible to remove clothing in a few seconds without risk to the patient. In the ambulance, when a fast
iv-cannula and/or vital parameters are required, the whole sleeve
is cut from the shoulder. The patient is not exposed to cold and
continued treatment can be performed in the heated ambulance.

rescue teams have great results with S-CUT’s since they
can be used wearing heavy gloves. In extrications and in
animal rescues, straps, ropes and belts can be easily cut off. In
traffic accidens it is fast and easy to cut off seat belts and inflatable curtains. The 601 model is especially useful in e.g. car
crashes, where it can cut open the fabric of the back of a front
seat and clear the way for the use of hudraulic scissors.

decontamintation. Before decontamintion can be done
clothes must be removed, on laying as well as on standing
people. With an S-CUT the clothes are cut off to avoid pulling
them over the head. The tool works on wet clothes as well as
on clothes smeared with thick oil.

within the military defence S-CUT’s ergonomic design
is suitable under tactically difficult conditions when it is necessary to keep a low position. In those circumstances it is an ad-
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Voices about S-CUT
Our best reviews come from professionals who use S-CUT in varied situations
Our CE-marked models constantly find new groups of users. Departments within emergency care,
military and police already know the benefit of having an S-CUT available. We are proud to refer to the
people who require high standards of functioning equipment. Each and every one of them is well aware that
a patient’s life and health after accidents and injures depends on how quick clothes can be removed and life
saving efforts can be performed.

S-CUT is an important part of the equipment I use to take care of injured soldiers.
I have used it for years and find it totally
reliable. S-CUT’s ablilty to cut through the
sodiers equipment, including the body
armor, is uniqe.
Mats, Reconnaissance soldier/nurse

The best thing about S-CUT is that it is so
quick and easy to use. You can use it in all
types of situations, from the most routine to
the most extreme.
Martin Sjöholm, health care manager,
Swedish Rescue services international relief efforts

Of all tools we have tested in accidents
and traumas, S-CUT have time after time
proved that it is the best. For example, we
save up to five minutes to get the leather
suit of a motorcyclist.
Sari Sirilää, Nurse/ATLS coordinator,
Sahlgrenska University Hospital Göteborg.

More reviews on esequipment.se
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More products from ES Equipment

S-CUT QE

S-CUT 501
Our largest model, designed for really tough conditions. Medical
device with high demands on precision and performance.
Length 24 cm, weight 260 g. Anodized machine milled aluminum.

An allround cutting device for those who need to cut through
different materials, almost everything but metal. With amazing
cutting capability you can easily cut heavy leather belt, tarpaulin
or ground cloth. Length 18 cm, weight 106 g.
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S-CUT 701
Our smallest model that also is designed for really tough
conditions. Medical device with high demands on precision and
performance.
Length 18 cm, weight 170 g. Anodized machine milled aluminum.

Holster
Made of durable fabric that can handle the toughest conditions.
Washable. Belt clip on the back. For all S-CUT models.

For a
mode ll
ls!
S-CUT 601
As 701 but completed with a extendable blade for making
hole to start the cutting. Medical device with high demands on
precision and performance.
Length 18 cm, weight 170 g. Anodized machine milled aluminum.

S-CUT XC-E – available in four colors
Adopted for situations where horses get stuck and panic. A fast
and safe way to relieve the horse without injure it or yourself. Has
a bigger gap to fit thick halter straps and saddle girths etc.
Lenght 21 cm, weight 105 g. Powder coated water-cut aluminium.

Wall mount
Keep your S-CUT readily available in this practical wall mount!
You know where you have it, and in one single grab your S-CUT is
ready for emergency situations. For all S-CUT models.

Cutting blade and
plastic support

ACP

Blister pack with 1 cutting blade
and 1 plastic support.
For S-CUT XC-E.

4-pack of Blades and Hygiene
Supports.
For model 501, 601 and 701.

S-CUT is developed in Sweden by ES Equipment AB
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